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Dreams
 
Every Sunrise brings new dreams, new desires
And a hope to fulfill what an individual aspires
Fascinated by the world
You dream to be a multi millionaire
Even if today you don't have enough money to pay your bus fare
 
You dream to conquer the universe
Without any purpose
 
You try your best to have your dreams come true
And if you succeed, there is satisfaction within you
 
Seems there is no deadline for dreaming
Even if it disturbs your peaceful living
Because most of the time your dreams are born dead and others are buried alive
This drives you insane for a while
But then! Life has to go on
You are back to normal
DREAMING…………
This time if not for yourself then for your loved once
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Lonely
 
Lonely in this world I moved towards the light to search for someone who would
take away my Sadness
I walked and walked met many people but soon realized that they were just a
spark
Who made my life more miserable and dark
What could I feel more than the same misery and confused myself
 
But there was something still arresting my mind
What was that I had left behind?
Oh! A smile, on the person's face I had met last
I took away he's hurt and the pain from the past
Gave him support when he was in need, to fight against bad deeds
But when it was his turn to repay for the done
He was no longer there in life's long run
 
Why did they leave me at times of trial I just kept thinking the cause of their
absolute denial
Why was I so good to the people around?
Inspite of being trouble bound
But it's not I who regrets it's just the human in me
So I carry on my journey lonely and distressed Searching for the one in his arms
I can rest…
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Our Fantasy
 
Walking the path hand is hand
Crossing the seas to the distant land
A lonely land with me and you
With love in our heart so precious and true
To live a dream to built a wish
And don’t let anything miss
A life so complete………
And our little world, a fantasy, a reality
Where we love and care each other to infinite thoughts, words and deeds
Come entrust your hand my love lets move on to gain what we desire…
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Shadows Of Darkness
 
Shadows of Darkness are around me
In everything I do and everything I see
Afraid I move to and fro
Trying to escape the nasty shadows
 
I feel them moving all around
Trying to find a place safe and sound
A place where no good soul dwells
To drag me to the darkened hell
Where the good soul burns without a spark
And is filled with darkness so very dark
There is no return once your inn
You burn in hell forever within
 
So all you good people keep in mind
As the shadows of darkness are always behind
Always do listen to your heart as it keeps the darkness apart
Shadows of Darkness I don't care you, As I promised myself to be forever
through true..
 
 
NB: Shadows of darkeness - corruption, drugs and all the bad in the world
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You And Me In Paradise
 
Last night in my dream I did see you
You were in Paradise and I was with you
Surrounded by greenery and snow peaks high
We were walking on flower carpets under the blue sky
We didn't talk walked hand in hand
Trying to forget the troubling hot sand
Sometimes we smiled at each other as a sign of care
Thinking about the lovely moments and the love we share
Suddenly you stopped… and said &quot;Sweetheart…. I Love You&quot;
And promised me you will be forever true
I just blushed and replied.. &quot;I am always with you,
In times of happiness and sadness too&quot;
 
Hey! Then suddenly I woke up with the alarm ring
I banged the alarm for breaking my dream
Then I felt the silence and thought of you
And the lovely dream
Will it ever come true?
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